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PROMPT ON THE TAX TREATMENT OF A
MARIJUANA BUSINESS
By Douglas A. Kahn* and Howard Bromberg**

Currently, twenty-eight states and the District of Columbia allow the use of
marijuana for medical purposes and permit the conduct of a business marketing of
marijuana for that purpose. Eight of those states and the District of Columbia permit the
recreational use of marijuana. There is reason to believe that more states will decriminalize
the marketing of marijuana. However, marijuana is listed in Schedule 1 of the federal
Controlled Substances Act of 1970 (CSA) which makes it illegal under federal law to
manufacture or distribute marijuana even when it is legal to do so under local state law. In
a series of memoranda promulgated by the Justice Department in the period from 2009 to
2014, the Department announced that it would not enforce the CSA prohibition against
marijuana if certain requirements are met. Consequently, even the federal government has
evidenced some ambivalence as to whether the conduct of a marijuana business for medical
use should be illegal.
Section 162(c)(2) of the Internal Revenue Code denies a deduction for a business
expense that is illegal under federal or state law. This provision is in accord with a number
of administrative and judicial determinations denying deductions for illegal expenses. For
example, medical expenses that are illegal under federal or state law are not deductible.1
So, the IRS has ruled that the cost of purchasing marijuana for medical purposes, even if
prescribed by a doctor and legal to purchase under state law, is not deductible because it
violates the CSA. 2 The authors have published an article criticizing the denial of a
deduction for illegal expenses that otherwise are deductible.3 However, that is not the
central issue with the marijuana business since its expenses typically are legal when
conducted in a state that has decriminalized it.
In the absence of a statutory denial, the legal expenses of a business are deductible
even if the business itself is illegal.4 In the 1981 decision of the Tax Court in Edmonson v.
Commissioner,5 the court allowed the deduction of legal expenses of an illegal business.
The taxpayer was engaged in the illegal business of selling cocaine and marijuana among
other drugs. Congress was displeased with that decision and responded by adding § 280E
to the Internal Revenue Code. That provision denies a deduction or credit for the business
expenses of a business engaged in trafficking in a controlled substance that is listed in
Schedule I or II of the CSA if that business is prohibited by either federal or state law.
Marijuana is listed in Schedule I, and so the statute disallows all of the expenses of a
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marijuana business. For example, no deduction is allowed for the rent paid for the use of
premises, for the wages paid to employees, and for the premiums paid for fire insurance.
It has been suggested that the reason Congress chose this path was to deter
advertising of marijuana. If so, the provision is manifestly too broad since it reaches all
other ordinary expenses shared by most businesses. Moreover, the authors see no reason
to find advertising of purportedly legal businesses objectionable.
The disallowance of deductions for lawful expenses puts those businesses that are
engaged in the marijuana business in a very difficult position. The denial of a deduction
will greatly impinge on their net profits and may even produce a net loss. They are treated
more harshly by the tax law than even illegal businesses are treated. The legal expenses of
other illegal businesses are deductible. To postulate an extreme example, a business
engaged in assassination for hire can deduct the cost of its bullets and depreciate the cost
of its guns: while a lawful marijuana business cannot even deduct its rent or its telephone
bill.
Recent cases have demonstrated another consequence of the enforcement of §
280E that some may find objectionable. Since the enforcement of § 280E occurs in the
context of civil litigation, the government can use subpoenas to obtain information that
could not be obtained in a criminal prosecution.6 If the government subsequently decides
to prosecute the operators of the business, it can then use the information obtained from
the subpoena in that criminal case. It would not be surprising if the government were to
use § 280E as an excuse to obtain information for a criminal prosecution.
While § 280E denies a deduction for business expenses, it does not prevent the
capitalization of capital expenditures. So the capital expenditures of a marijuana business
can be included in its cost of goods sold and thereby offset an amount realized on sales and
reduce the gain recognized. Contrary to the usual preference to have ordinary deductions
rather than capitalized expenditures, the tax treatment of marijuana businesses causes them
to capitalize expenditures to the extent it is feasible for them to do so. Those expenditures
can reduce its taxable income whereas an expenditure that is characterized as a business
expense will have no tax benefit to the taxpayer at all.
Given the above considerations, should an exception for marijuana businesses be
added to § 280E? Should § 280E itself be repealed?
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